
THE MAGNETIC
IG CAPTION

GUIDE
One full month of binge-worthy
Instagram captions that sell.

Perfect for coaches, creatives, and service based
soulpreneurs who want to organically attract + convert

their audience into paying clients. Feeling
overwhelmed with having to consistently come up

with high quality content? 

Keep reading



HI AMAZING SOUL

I'm Gabriela

Founder of Gaye Del Sol Studios
& The Sol Share System.

I'm a multidisciplinary designer +
marketing strategist turned
certified Life & Success Coach,
NLP Pracititioner and Clinical
Hynotherapist on a mission to
help creatives find clarity in life
and business.

In just one year, my first ever
business was able to generate
$10k months through Instagram
alone. No paid ads, complex
marketing funnels, and with less
than 2k followers. The prompts
inside are some of the exact ones
I use to share my story and
organically attract my own
dream clients!



to feel stuck trying to consistently create high quality content
that tells your story authentically and aligns with your
soul....while also attracting, educating, engaging & inspiring your
audience to take action on your offers.

The average attention span on social media is super short, (less
than 8 seconds!) which means the first line needs to be attention
grabbing enough to keep your readers hooked until the end! And
as you know, that takes a lot time and thoughtfulness.

On the next page, you will find 22 prompts to spark your
creativity and help you write captivating content to convert your
audience into paying clients. Ideal for helping you batch create a
months worth of amazing content, saving you valuable time and
energy to spend in your zone of genius!

I know what it's like...

As a bonus, I’m including  
fun CTA’s for you to plug
in at the end of your
posts to keep your
audience engaged, taking
action on your offers, and
sharing your ideas with
even more amazing
people!

Plus a bonus!



My top 3/5/7 tips to ___

Are you ready to finally ___

THE TRUTH behind ___

If you want ___ keep reading

My top 3/5/7 hacks to ___

Doing this ONE this thing can ___

The hardest thing I ever did ___ 

What actually happens when you___

I never thought I’d share this___

I used to be so afraid of ___

I never expected this one thing to
change the course of ___ 

Client converting
content prompts:

The best decision I ever made for ___

3/5/ fears I had to face when ___

The REAL reason why you aren't ___

I never imagined I could___

This is what happens when you
decide to ___

My life changed forever when  ____

These 3 hacks made all the difference
in __

Insecurities of a ___ coach/mentor

5 things you would never guess about
me!

7 things I love about ___

Dear younger me___

Client converting
content prompts:



Which is your fav? 
Let me know in the comments!

Double tap if you agree!

Tag your bestie!

Drop the heart emoji if you feel
this!

Has that ever happened to you?
Let me know in the comments!

BONUS CTA's

Helpful? Save it for later!

Comment ME if you want
this!

Share this with someone who
needs to see this today!

Am I the only one who feels
this way? Let me know in the
comments!

Increase your visibility, boost your engagement!



FOR MORE TIPS

on how to launch + organically scale
your sol aligned coaching &

mentoring business

follow me on Instagram @gaye_del_sol
and check out my website www.gayedelsolstudios.com

Gaye


